SEATON HOUSE SCHOOL

E- SAFETY AND ICT
ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY

E-Safety & ICT Acceptable Use Policy
This policy is applies to all children and staff at Seaton House School, including the Early
Years Foundation Stage (EYFS).
Background
The very nature of this subject means that this policy must be as dynamic as possible and in
constant review. Devices, new networks and the terminology associated with technology are
developing all the time.
Our policy aims to balance the desirability of fully exploiting the vast educational potential of
new technologies with providing safeguards against risks and unacceptable material and
activities.
This Policy considers all technological appliances used by pupils and includes: both fixed and
mobile internet; technologies that may have been provided by the School (such as PCs,
laptops, webcams and digital video equipment); and technologies owned by pupils, but
brought onto school premises (such as laptops, mobile phones, iPads/android devices, camera
phones).
Although a pupil may be trusted by his/her parents with regard to private internet use, the
School has a duty to safeguard them and other pupils.
The School believes in being proactive rather than reactive; therefore supervision of
technologies and educating pupils are key to enabling them to value the benefits of
communication and exploration, whilst ensuring they understand the potential dangers
associated and as such, are protected from them. We are only too aware that it is an
impossible task to prevent pupils from the pitfalls of Internet and Device usage, but we strive
to continue this constant battle by a variety of means, which will be listed as part of this
policy.

Aims/Targets /Rationale/ Issues
Pupils are keen to grasp the opportunities offered by new technology and their availability,
portability, miniaturisation and use of sophisticated electronic devices.
However, as with any new technology, there are associated risks which include the following:
-harm sites)
- hacking Facebook profiles) and sharing passwords
e reputation
-being - amount of time spent online (internet or gaming)
(self-generated indecent images)
or intellectual property and ownership – such as
music and film)

The School does not accept responsibility for, nor is insured against theft, loss or damage to
any pupils’ personal property, including electronic devices.

Procedures and Practices
The School provides pupils with Internet access and access to the School’s own network
through connections in classrooms and the LRC (Learning Resource Centre). Each pupil in
Reception to Form VI has a year group login with the means to create and save files. We are
mindful of the popularity of e-readers and devices such as Kindles, some of which are
perfectly suitable for education, and we are keen to move forward and not discourage their
use. As a result, we have developed a policy for FV &VI girls to bring in their Kindles if they
so wish. There is a permission slip that parents have to sign in order for girls to use their
Kindles.
Rules and Regulations
The rules and regulations below are not meant to act as an exhaustive list of “dos and don’ts”;
rather offer a level of consistency and guidance across each area of the school.
Pupils may only use their year group login
The use of games is banned unless they have an educational purpose as deemed by the
School
-Commerce are not permitted

ames
consoles are not permitted. Kindles are permitted in FV & VI.

Measures in place to support the policy: Form I - VI
1. Induction
All pupils joining the School are inducted in appropriate use of the school’s ICT facilities and
other aspects of this policy by the Head of Computing.
2. Paperwork
The ICT Acceptable Usage contract protects all parties by clearly stating what is acceptable
and what is not. This is discussed and explained with all pupils, signed and then kept in each
pupils’ file in the office
3. Education
All pupils joining the school receive computing lessons. A key component of these lessons is
to achieve a great understanding of the important issues of e-safety contained within this
policy. We not only look at what is acceptable/unacceptable behaviour, but we also discuss
the consequences of these actions. Material is age-appropriate and most of the content is
based on the CEOP recommendations.
4. Whole Staff
An appropriate and relevant form of staff training takes place every year. This will often take
the format of an outside specialist talking to staff or staff taking an on-line course in e-safety
(Educare). It is not the responsibility of specific members of staff to be vigilant for any
instances of concern. It is the responsibility of the whole staff, whether that be on a school
coach, day trips out, residential trips, break times, in lessons, or after school. We regularly
remind staff of the need for this duty.

5. Parents
The school is keen to educate parents/guardians and information is sent out to them.
Additionally, parents will be invited into School every two years to attend e-safety
education/information from a specialist in the field. This is a crucial link to helping keeping
children safe, since many issues that are highlighted have occurred outside of school lesson
time.
6. Other
Assemblies, PSHCEE lessons and form groups all address cyber-bullying, safe use of the
Internet and appropriate use of technologies.
Monitoring and Sanctions
The school will exercise its right to monitor the use of computer systems, including the
monitoring of internet use, interception of e-mails and the deletion of inappropriate materials
at all times. In circumstances where the school believes unauthorised use of the computer
system is, or may be taking place, or the system is, or may be, being used for unlawful
purposes, the school reserves the right to inform appropriate authorities and provide
documentary evidence.
Pupils should be aware that computer/mobile phone memory, e-mails and other forms of
electronic information storage and communication (including any external storage media
which pupils bring into the School) may be scrutinised for the purposes of safeguarding or
promoting a child’s welfare. This would normally be authorised by the Headmistress, Deputy
Head or Head of Computing.
Although all staff and pupils at Seaton House School are expected to use ICT responsibly and
receive specific education to define and encourage responsible use, the school recognises that
it has a responsibility to counter any attempts at irresponsible behaviour which may still arise.
Thus, the school’s computing system is monitored and managed in a number of ways
designed to inhibit abuses, specifically:
blished rules
as laid out in computing lessons and in the diary/school contract.
– all users have their own class logons and password. Users
are encouraged to keep these private.
to confidential data – the computing staff work hard to ensure that all users
understand that confidential data must be stored in folders controlled by appropriate access
rights.
– the School subscribes to a reputable service (RM) that maintains an online database that categorises websites. Some categories are banned permanently.
– keyword filtering prevents some inappropriate email leaving the school or
arriving into user mailboxes.
– all user logon and logoff activity is logged. All website requests are
logged and users are taught this. Cygnet are our service providers who keep the logs.
– access to these is blocked.

Expectations of Pupils and Parents beyond the School
When a pupil is at home, families bear responsibility for the guidance of their children. The
school expects the use of ICT by its pupils, even when at home, to comply with the school’s
stated ethos, and honour the agreement they sign permitting their use of ICT at the School.
Material downloaded in the home, posted in cyber-space from a home computer, or
transmitted to a mobile phone when a pupil is at home, can impact significantly upon the life
of pupils at School. Thus the school requires the parents/guardians of pupils enrolled at
Seaton House to cooperate with the school in the education of their children in the use of
ICT.
ill be dealt with by Head of computing and the removal of computer
or internet usage may be a first punishment. In such circumstances parents/guardians will
be notified.
Head or Head. In such circumstances the Deputy Head will normally write to a pupil’s
parents/guardians.
, the Head will
interview the pupil with her parents (or guardians). Sanctions applied will be proportionate
to the offence committed. This may also involve informing the police.
Pupil input
Pupils can voice their own views on the School’s ICT provision through the School Forum
(Council). They may also speak to the Head of computing directly or via their form tutor.
Responsibility
If a pupil comes across inappropriate or illegal material they must tell a teacher immediately
(see ICT Acceptable Use Policy below). The teacher should then tell the Deputy Head.
Reports about suspicious behaviour towards children and young people in an online
environment will be made to the Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre (CEOP)
www.ceop.police.uk. Law enforcement agencies and the service providers may need to take
urgent steps to locate the child and/or remove the content.
NEVER forward content (email, photo, website address etc.) to someone else containing
inappropriate content.
NEVER forward content (email, photo, website address etc.) to someone else containing
illegal content; this is an offence.
This policy is written by the Head in conjunction with the SLT and after consultation with the
Head of computing and relevant staff.
Links with other policies and documents
– combined with this policy – see below
s as laid out in the homework diary
-Bullying Policy

ICT – Acceptable Use Policy
For Pupils & Parents in Forms I – VI
Forms I – II to read with teachers at school and with parents at home
Forms III - VI to read and sign, then parents sign and return to school
This is a document, signed by pupils AND their parents/guardians, detailing the ways the
computer systems (including Internet and email) can and cannot be used. It is based upon
observing pupils over a five-year period and what is considered to be good practice in
educational establishments at the present time. The school reserves the right to change this
policy, alerting parents via the weekly newsletter or specific letter. The Acceptable Use
Policy and the associated Declaration form part of the e-safety Policy.
Learning Resource Centre
food or drink is to be taken into or consumed in the Computer Room.
Hands must be clean.

Printers
Good practice must be exercised when printing.

void wasting paper.

Logging on
must not attempt to install software on the system.

Internet and E-mail
You must always behave in a responsible way, paying particular attention to the following:
Never attempt to look for unsuitable/rude/illegal pictures or information. If you find
anything like this by accident, close down those pages immediately. Remember that the
pages you visit, and for how long, are logged. Tell a teacher what you have found.
lot of disk space on the server.
they should be blocked by the school’s RM filter.

not to be used –

not permitted unless of an educational nature and with staff
permission.
anyone online.
Interactive Whiteboards
must only touch or use them with staff permission.

Mobile Devices
includes mobile phones, laptops (see below), iPods, iPads, e –readers, voice recorders
and other devices that have the ability to record or show images, sounds or video.
phone or other electronic device into school, and provide a good reason why you need to
do so.
by a member of staff.
chool with the School Office or Mrs Payne
if you are in Form VI, unless authorized by a member of staff.

General
Irrespective of whether electronic devices are used or not, girls are expected to show
consideration for others at all times. All pupils will be held accountable for their own
actions.

SEATON HOUSE SCHOOL

FURTHER INTERNET SAFETY ADVICE FOR PARENTS

All our pupils are taught at some stage how to research on the internet and to evaluate
sources. Not only does this technological revolution give young people unrivalled
opportunities , it also brings risk. This booklet is designed to give parents more information
about what we do in school to help keep children safe, and to provide parents with some
practical advice about how they can support our efforts in this area at home.

WHAT WE DO IN SCHOOL:










It is an important part of our role at Seaton House to teach our pupils how to stay
safe in this environment and how to avoid making themselves vulnerable to a range
of risks, including identity theft, cyber-bullying, harassment, grooming, stalking and
abuse.
Childre s use of the i ter et at s hool is al ays supervised, and all computers have
an appropriate filter. Using the internet safely is often discussed during lessons
through the school.
Our Designated Safeguarding Leads have received appropriate training in the safety
issues involved with the misuse of the internet and other mobile electronic devices.
We seek to work closely with parents in promoting a culture of e-safety, and we will
al ays share a y o er s e ay ha e a out a hild s eha iour i this area ith
parents.
All pupils spend the first half of the Autumn Term doing E-Safety from Forms I – VI
and pupils are encouraged to make use of various online resources that are available
from specific internet safety sites (listed in the following section).
Tea hers dis uss the A epta le Use guideli es ith their lass duri g the first
Computing lesson of the year, using age-appropriate language and those items
applicable to a particular class. Pupils & parents are asked to sign this.

Background
The i ter et is a pla e here your children mix with others and share their lives. Just as in
a y other area of life, if you do t k o
hat your hildre are doing, where they are going
or who they are mixing with, you risk compromising their safety.
Tha kfully the groo i g of you gsters o the i ter et remains rare, however it is
nevertheless important to be vigilant. Remember that an adult using a social networking
site can become anyone they want to be when they are online.
Despite its lower profile, internet bullying occurs more frequently than grooming. Threats,
harassment and psychological torment via email of in a virtual chatroom can have a
devastating effect on a child. There is also a new threat of radicalisation whereby
extremists are able to target children with the sole purpose of winning them over to join
terrorist organisations.
Social networking sites
The main focus of this booklet is on general internet and email use, and as it is not
recommended that children of primary school age have access to social networking sites,
this will only be mentioned briefly. As children enter secondary school you will need to be
aware of these relevant issues which will affect them as they get older. Some parents may
have seen an article in the Telegraph which reported on research carried out in the
Netherlands about the impact of Facebook on exam results. The research suggests that
students who use Facebook while studying for exams scored on average 20 percent lower
than people who did not use Facebook while working. We cannot comment on the veracity
of the research but it certainly raised questions that we at school, and perhaps parents, may
want to discuss with our children.
WHAT PARENTS CAN DO AT HOME:






Firstly you need to discuss as a family whether you feel your child is old enough to be
using the i ter et. There is o right or i i u legal age for this, ut you eed to
consider whether your child is mature enough to be able to cope with any risks and if
you have the time to provide the necessary supervision. There is, however, a
minimum age for subscribing to certain social networking sites.
Discuss with your child any rules for internet use, for example you might want to
restrict use to 1 hour per day, or weekends only, or before a certain time at night. As
parents you need to be in control and ensure that they adhere to any rules agreed
upon.
Ensure you have an appropriate filter installed on your home computer (e.g. Optenet
or Net Nanny. Norton also have this as an add-on to their normal anti-virus
software). This parental control software will allow you to block access to certain


















types of e sites, to restri t use at ertai ti es or to log your hild s i ter et
activity. It can also prevent email traffic from undesirable sources.
It is not recommended for children under the age of 10 to have their own email
address. However when they do get one, keep the following in mind particularly
during the initial period: Consider asking them to give you their password so you
could potentially check any messages (you will need to explain that this is not to
i ade their pri a y, ut erely to prote t the
hile they are still e users; ask
them to tell you if an unknown person sends them an email so you can delete it an
lo k their address; tell the
ot to for ard hai e ails to their frie ds as this
may give others access to their address book; tell them not to divulge ANY personal
i for atio i a e ail or o their profile; do t let the use a e a
ith people
they do t k o perso ally.
Your home computer should preferably be in an area of the house where you can
frequently visit (e.g. a family room or living room/kitchen area) rather than upstairs
or in a spare bedroom.
Learn as much as possible about what your child does online. Ask them to show you
the sites they have visited and to tell you who they have exchanged messages with.
They ay ot re eal e erythi g ut it s a good start – at least they will know you are
interested.
Check the history of sites your child has visited, and be explicit that you will do this
regularly. If the history has been deleted, ask them why.
Talk to other parents about the rules they have for their children and share good
ideas.
Children of primary school age should not be posting pictures of themselves on
social networking sites – there is plenty of time for this in secondary school. Parents
need to decide at what age they would feel comfortable with this. However you also
eed to re e er that you do ot ha e o trol o er hat your hildre s frie ds
post on the internet and that they may well be included in group photos.
Be aware of how, when and where your child uses the internet. This will help you to
spot any significant changes, for example if they spend much longer online than
usual, or they start using the internet only away from home. This may well be
nothing more than typical adolescent behaviour, but at least you will be alert to
other possibilities.
If possible, block pop ups on all internet sites as these are unnecessary distractions
and might have inappropriate content.
Look out for changes that may signal your child is being bullied or harassed. These
can include loss of confidence, withdrawal from family life, anxiety or
argumentativeness, insomnia or lack of concentration.
Visit some of the following internet sites which have useful resources for both
parents and children: www.thinkuknow.co.uk ; www.childnet-int.org ;
www.cyberbullying.org ; www.cybermentors.org.uk ; www.digizen.org.uk

KEEP SMART, KEEP SAFE!
Encourage your child to follow the 5 SMART rules when using the internet and
mobile phones:
S

SAFE:
Keep safe by being careful not to give out personal information – such as
your full name, emails address, phone number, home address, photos or
school name – to people you are chatting with online.

M

MEET:
Meeting someone you have only been in touch with online can be dangerous.
O ly do so ith your pare ts per issio a d e e the o ly he they a
be present.

A

ACCEPTING:
Accepting emails, instant messages or opening files, pictures or texts from
people you do t k o or trust a lead to pro le s – they may contain
viruses or nasty messages!

R

RELIABLE:
Information you find on the internet may not be true, or someone online may
be lying about who they are. Make sure you check information before you
believe it.

T

TELL:
Tell your parent or another trusted adult if someone or something makes you
feel uncomfortable or worried, or if you or someone you know is being
bullied online.

SEATON HOUSE SCHOOL
JUNIOR HOUSE ICT AGREEMENT

Rec

Form I

Form II

1. I will only use ICT equipment if there is a teacher in the
room.
2. I will look after ICT equipment properly and use it
carefully.
3. I will only go to websites that my teacher has
authorised.
4. I ill ot look at a yo e else s files or delete the .
5. I will ask the teacher before I print.
6. If I see anything that makes me unhappy I will tell my
teacher.

Reception

Na e: ………………………………………………………………………………… Date: ……………….

Pare t: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Form I

Name: ………………………………………………………………………………… Date: ……………….

Pare t: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Form II

Na e: ………………………………………………………………………………… Date: ……………….

Pare t: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

SEATON HOUSE SCHOOL
SENIOR HOUSE ICT AGREEMENT
Form Form Form Form
III
IV
V
VI
1. I will not use a computer at school without a teacher
present in the room
2. I ill respe t the s hool s ICT resour es a d do othi g
to disable or cause any damage to them
3. I will ask permission before entering any website,
downloading programs, apps or files from the Internet,
unless my teacher has already approved it.
4. I ill ot look at or delete other people s files ithout
the tea her s per issio .
5. Any electronic communication I send will be polite and
responsible. If I see anything I am unhappy with, or I
receive messages I do not like, I will tell a teacher
immediately.
6. I will not access my personal email, social networking
or Internet chat from a school device unless special
permission is given by a teacher.
7. I will not use any ICT equipment, either in or out of
school, to deliberately hurt, upset, bully or harass
anyone outside the school community.
If I break these rules I understand that appropriate sanctions will be applied.
Form III

Na e: ……………………………………………………………………………. Date: ……………………

Form IV

Na e: ……………………………………………………………………………. Date: ……………………

Form V

Na e: ……………………………………………………………………………. Date: ……………………

Form VI

Na e: ……………………………………………………………………………. Date: ……………………

